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In today’s era where customers are inundated withchoices, enterprises constantly innovate how theyinteract and engage with customers to stay relevant.Digitizing the customer relationship management(CRM) department for managing customer relations isnot only lucrative but also essential to cultivatecustomer loyalty. Many enterprises such as banks,product-based and service-based businesses, etc.,place a lot of importance on adopting digitaltechnologies and AI-based approaches for customeranalytics.
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Understanding the customer journey and predictingcustomer churn to take a proactive decision isessential for marketing. Acquisition of new customersis more expensive than managing the existingcustomer base through different loyalty campaigns.Therefore, organizations spend a lot of time and effortavoiding customer churns and implementing marketingstrategies to bring the lost customers back into thefold. The primary responsibility for this lies with theCRM team, which monitors and manages all customerinteractions.
As the world grows increasingly digital, information isreadily available for customers, making customers moreaware of the competitors who are vying to gain yourcustomers’ attention and eventually their business. Inthis information-based market scenario, it’s not easyto keep customers from moving from one service orproduct to another quickly. This is invariably a riskfactor for enterprise growth and needs to be dealt withpromptly with a strategic approach.
The traditional approaches commonly used byenterprises are no longer producing the expectedresults or are less effective in retaining the customerbase. Innovation in customer retention strategy withan AI-based approach is a win-win situation for thecustomer as well as the enterprises. This analyticalapproach will:

• Provide in-depth insights about an existingcustomer’s purchase in real-time.
• Assist in the dissemination of timely and relevantinformation to customers.

• Assist in identifying the most engaged and activeclient segments.
• Identify customers who are about to becomeinactive or non-responsive ahead of time.
• Identification of key attributes to reactivate acustomer through machine learning models.
• Conduct a multi-channel marketing strategy withefficient communications and offers.
• Customer network visualization to identifycustomers with similar purchasing behavior andother attributes.

The traditional approach for customer reactivation isshown below for reference:
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Our graph analytic approach uses the 360-degreeprofile of existing and lost customers along withexternal data sources to reactivate the lost customer.At the outset, we need to look at the various attributesof all the customers that are active or lost:
• What is the contribution of the top 20% ofcustomers across the product/service categories?
• What is the average, maximum, or minimumnumber of transactions by touchpoints?
• How are the customers distributed across theproduct/service categories?
• What is the distribution of customers by age andgender?
• How long have the customers been with thebusiness?
• What is the distribution of married and unmarriedcustomers across the product?
• What is the distribution of customers havingchildren or otherwise across the product?
• When are customers likely to do moretransactions?

Organizations need a solution to reactivate customersbased on internal and external attributes that will helpestimate the size of the customer wallet. Buildingsuch a solution requires both internal and external datasources, which are equally important.
What are Internal and External data?
Internal data

• Customer segment-based view (e.g., thecontribution from top 30% of customers acrossthe product/service categories)
• Salary data if they hold a salary account
• Earnings data and business-related data, if theyown a business
• Aggregating data from the organization’s differentLOBs, cross-holding with satisfaction ratings

External data
• LinkedIn, Glassdoor, government employmentdata, 3rd party data sources, etc.
• Company names, title/position, education/institute,industry CIK, work experience, prevailing wages,affinity groups, etc.

A combination of internal & external data is ideal formodeling the current or potential customer value.

Network Analysis is a new method that competeswith Latent Variable models in inferring clientpurchasing behavioral characteristics. Purchasingbehavioral traits are extracted from a complicatedsystem of components using Network Analysis,which eliminates the requirement for any latentvariables. However, Network Analysis fails to accuratelydescribe the ontological state of purchasing behavioralcharacteristics because purchasing behavioralattributes is both a complex system and a propertyarising from that complex system. The purpose ofthis paper is to re-evaluate the validity of latentvariable models by participating in an ontological andepistemological debate over purchasing behavioraltraits and possible earning potential. New techniquesthat combine Latent Network Models and NetworkResiduals are potentially new ways to infer purchasebehavioral features in an inter-subjective dynamicmanner. If we want to employ latent variables asrepresentations of purchase behavioral traits andprospect earning potential, pragmatism-realism appearsto be the scientific framework necessary. Thisapproach will help to recognize various patterns inthe customer attributes to prepare the strategy forcustomer management and acquisition.
Proposed Approach
Our solution uses historical data related to customerattributes, transactions, social economy information,
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social or professional networks. To explain themethodology technically, we use a combination ofmachine learning models and graph-based analyticalmodeling to arrive at potential and current customervalue. The machine learning model includeschurn prediction, customer segmentation, customerpropensity to buy, customer lifetime value prediction,etc. The approach and framework used to estimatethe lifetime value of a customer is shown in the figurebelow. Value from a customer will be derived from twosources:
• Future revenue on current product held by thecustomer
• Initial and renewal premium payments on theproduct the customer is expected to purchase inthe future

While the customer churn model is used to estimate theexpected remaining tenure of a customer, over whichthey are expected to make transactions on existing aswell as expected future purchases, a repurchase modelwas built to estimate the probability that a customer willpurchase another product over their remaining tenure.Based on the customer value and share wallet map, oursolution provides insights and a target list of customersfor relevant campaigns for customer reactivation.
Our Goal
Machine learning and graph analytics-based solution forcustomer reactivation program better predicts activecustomers in the risk bucket of attrition and who couldbecome lost customers in the future. In addition, ourapproach helps in specifying deliverables with in-depthexplanations: i.e., if the focus is onmarketing acquisitioncampaigns, define the channels proposed (generationof prospect lists, what are the variables that will be

provided?)
Analyzing past campaigns provides deeper insightsinto the acquisition campaign’s effectiveness whenthe organizations provide past A/B testing details ofcampaigns.

• Pull channels (customer touchpoints) should becampaign enabled.
• Push channels multistep campaigns are morepreferred should follow a robust A/B testingprocess, including the content of the campaign
• Digital Response tracking of alert pop-ups ispossible through Pixel ID and weblog data

Sample Use Case: Banking
An industry use case about the process of customerreactivation or "customer win back" for a bank isdetailed in the graph below. The process beginswith a 360-degree view of the existing customer inthe bank. Several machine learning models need tobe built and scored to get a complete view of thecustomer attributes. The score of these models willbe used to identify or detect the different segmentsof the existing active customers using graph analysisor network analysis. The insights from the model helpgenerate the list of inactive or churned customers aswell as an external list of prospect customers. This listof customers aids in identifying customers with similarbehavior patterns in the existing active customers ofthe banks. The identification of similar prospects willbe made based on the similarity analysis. The final listof prospects is targeted with personalized marketingcampaigns to reactivate lost customers to engage andbring them back to the fold. Finally, the campaignperformance is tracked with a return-on-investmentanalysis. The process is shown in detail below:
Step 1
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Step 2

The illustrative process above shows how to use AI,machine learning, and network analysis to reactivatethe customers of a bank. This approach uses hybridmachine learning models to proactively predict thecustomer churn and help find the key attributes aboutthe lost customer to reactivate them. This approachis more beneficial than the traditional approach forreactivating the customers and getting new customers

with similar profiles.
Customer reactivation is a process where companiesanalyze which consumers have become inactive atwhat point in time and then approach them withvarious techniques such as offers or benefits viamultiple channels. Existing methods have difficultydistinguishing between active and inactive clients,and do not provide calendar time estimations forreactivation outreach. To address these flaws,we devise a strategy for delivering reactivationcommunication that is both targeted and timed.Estimating the average consumer inter purchase timeand its variation helps identify the criteria for inactivecustomers. When these boundaries are crossed, aninactivity signal is generated, which should trigger thereactivation activities. Our approach uses differentML algorithms to predict customer churn, customerrepurchase, and expected customer lifetime value tohelp the organization track and identify the customerswho are about to be inactive or already lost.
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We Architect Enterprise Intelligence
At Mastech InfoTrellis we work to expose the entire corpus of enterprise data and leverage it with state of the arttechniques from Decision & Data Science to accelerate enterprise learning. We would love to talk with you about it.
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Anshul brings 14+ years of experience in leveraging ML/AI to solve business problems. He holds a BS andMS in AppliedStatistics, and a PhD in Management.
About
Mastech InfoTrellis partners with enterprises to help them achieve their business objectives by leveraging the power ofdata to derive deep, analytical insights about their business and its operations. We accelerate business velocity,minimize costs, and drastically improve corporate resiliency through personalized, process-oriented programs,consisting of strategy, data management (including master data management), business intelligence and reporting, dataengineering, predictive analytics, and advanced analytics. Part of the NYSE-listed, $193.6M, digital transformation ITservices company, Mastech Digital; we drive businesses forward around the world, with offices spread across the US,Canada, India, Singapore, UK, and Ireland.
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